After two decades of intensive development, the HF-2000 has arrived. With a cold field emmission source, it's the first TEM of its kind. It's an innovation that's setting the standard in electron microscopy. So that you can break new ground in research. Without any second thoughts.

**Stability, first and last**
The HF-2000's electron gun has an ultrahigh vacuum environment of $10^{-8}$ Pa. That's the basis for stable field emission with an energy spread of 0.3~0.6eV (about a fifth to a third of the range produced by a conventional LaB$_6$ or tungsten filament). It's also a key to linking the HF-2000 with an EELS system for elemental and chemical bonding information.

**The bright side**
The $10^{9}$ A/cm$^2$ brightness of the cold emission electron source is 100 times greater than that of an LaB$_6$ system, and a thousand times more than that of a tungsten filament. With that advantage, we've developed a probe diameter of 1 nm at a current of 1 nA for diffraction, X-ray and EELS analysis. And once the system is aligned, operation is much more stable—and easier—than it is with conventional TEM systems.

**On the beam**
The superior coherence of the beam is the beginning of exceptionally high resolution and contrast better than 0.2 nm. With imaging of that quality, holography is just a matter of linking it to an electron biprism.
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Scope

Journal of Electron Microscopy, the official organ of the Japanese Society of Electron Microscopy, is a bimonthly publication which promotes electron microscopy in articles dealing with theory, methods, techniques, instrumentation and with the application of electron microscopes in biology, medicine, and the material sciences.

These articles are classified as (1) Full-length papers dealing with regular research reports, (2) Letters for rapid publication of important topics, (3) Notes giving brief reports mainly of technological and instrumental importance, and (4) Reviews dealing with comprehensive reports in a given field. The articles except Reviews are assumed to be original and unpublished. Full-length papers and Reviews should contain an abstract of up to 150 words, giving the scope of the work and summarizing fully its results and contents. Letters and Notes also require an abstract of not more than 100 words.

All submissions are subject to review by two (Full-length papers and Reviews) or one (Letters and Notes) member of the Editorial Board or ad hoc referees. The Editor-in-Chief and Managing Editor, in cooperation with the Editors, select the referee(s) and correspond with the author and make the final decision on the manuscript.

Accepted manuscripts become the property of the Japanese Society of Electron Microscopy and may not be published elsewhere in the same form without the consent of the Editorial Board.

Manuscripts

Manuscripts should be addressed to the Editorial Office, Journal of Electron Microscopy, c/o Center for Academic Publications Japan (CAPJ), 2-2, Hongo 7-chome, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 113 Japan.

Manuscripts should be typewritten double-spaced on A4 (210mm x 297mm) paper with margins of 25-30mm on both sides. The title, an abbreviated running title less than 50 letters including spaces, the full name(s) of author(s), affiliation(s) and complete addresses should be typed on the first page, the abstract and five key words of the article on the second. Mathematical equations and chemical formulas, when not typed, must be very clearly written. The manuscript must be carefully prepared in the style of this journal, referring to the previous issues (i.e., the new style, which begins with volume 39, 1990).

Three (Reviews and Full-length papers) or two (Letters and Notes) copies of the complete manuscript including figures, tables, and photographs should be provided.

Manuscripts written in English will be accepted: After acceptance, all manuscripts will be forwarded to the language editor, but this does not diminish the responsibility of the author to pay careful attention to the linguistic accuracy of the manuscript.

Use of SI units is recommended. Avoid the use of μ for μm and cgs units such as erg, gauss, oersted and cal.
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Photographs must be glossy prints, and should be mailed with protection against bending. Photographs must include magnification scale, and should be mounted. Micrographs can be reproduced without reduction, so that figures must not exceed 175 mm x 235 mm. We recommend that the space for captions should be provided under the figures. Lettering should be 2.5-4.0 mm high with transfer letters or India ink.

Diagrams should be drawn in India Ink on white drawing board or tracing paper. Lettering should conform to accepted draftsmanship standards.

Manuscript of captions for figures (including photographs) must be included on a separate sheet. In captions for photographs, the magnification should be clearly stated.
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